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Project summary 

This project explores a categorization of the way organizations respond to failure. It tests the 

premise that when change fails, organizations do not automatically persist with the failing course 

of action. Instead, another response is to reorient original goals, acting as if the ensuing failure 

outcome is positive, despite all indicators suggesting otherwise. This “repositioning of 

organizational failure” reformats the criteria for success in order to move forward, enabling 

organizations to continue tasks and projects. With a large dataset already collected, the project 

now moves to the next stage, exploring specifics of whether organizational effectiveness is 

predictable from this repositioning. 

 

Role of the scholarship holder(s) in the project 

Having already conducted a mixed-methods pilot study, as well as a follow up experiment (n=400), 

the scholarship holder will undertake two primary tasks. First, the recipient will undertake a 

literature review to update the detail already collected for the project on organizational failure and 

organizational effectiveness. Second, the recipient will assist in getting the data ready for a full 

analysis. If time allows this latter task will also involve preliminary data analysis and data 

organization, involving a multivariate exploration of our database. 
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Required knowledge, skills and/or training  

Ideally, a successful scholarship recipient should have an exposure to research methodology, such 
as an introductory course. Training in quantitative data analysis (multivariate techniques) is 
desirable but not essential as the applicant will be given instruction. An interest in how 
organizations operate and in change processes is a bonus. 

 

Preference  

Students specializing in organizational theory or macro organizational behavior are preferred, but 

a strong interest in either would suffice. There is a far stronger set of students in organizational 

psychology who are familiar in or with a more comprehensive background in research 

methodology (and in achieving the scholarship aims, could help integrate these candidates into the 

BUS school, and preference will be given to these types of students). The project is of benefit to 

both the student and the BUS school given that there are no formal programs available at UNSW 

on macro organizational change and its failure. 

 

 

How to Apply 

Apply on the Scholarships website here, using the scholarship code UGVC1053. 

You will need: 

• An electronic copy of your CV 

• An electronic copy of your academic transcript 

• The project codes and titles of up to three projects you’d be interested in getting involved in 

The deadline for submissions is 14th September 2018. 
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